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Physica-Verlag (A Springer-Verlag Company), Heidelberg, 2002An experimental omparison of methods forhandling inomplete data in learningparameters of Bayesian networksAgnieszka Oni�sko1, Marek J. Druzdzel2, and Hanna Wasyluk31 Faulty of Computer Siene, Bia lystok University of Tehnology, ul. Wiejska45-A, 15{351 Bia lystok, Poland, aonisko�ii.pb.bialystok.pl2 Deision Systems Laboratory, Shool of Information Sienes, IntelligentSystems Program, and Center for Biomedial Informatis, University ofPittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, USA, marek�sis.pitt.edu3 The Medial Center of Postgraduate Eduation, and Institute of Bioybernetisand Biomedial Engineering, Polish Aademy of Sienes, Marymonka 99,01{813 Warsaw, Poland, hwasyluk�mkp.edu.plAbstrat. Missing values of attributes in data sets, also referred to as inom-plete data, pose diÆulties in learning tasks, suh as lassi�ation, data mining, orlearning Bayesian network struture and its numerial parameters. Beause of thepredominane of inomplete data in pratie, many methods have been proposedto deal with them while there are few studies that ompare their performane. TheHepar II projet presents an exellent opportunity to test experimentally how thesemethods perform on a real data set. We briey review several popular methods forhandling inomplete data and then ompare them on the task of learning ondi-tional probability distributions of a Bayesian network model, where the omparisonriterion is the resulting diagnosti auray. While substitution of \normal" valuesof missing attributes seemed to perform best, we observed only a small di�erenein performane among the studied methods.1 IntrodutionIt is a fat of life that most pratial databases of measurements or asesontain missing values of some of their attributes. There are many reasonsfor missing data. Sometimes they result from human errors of omission (e.g.,a nurse forgetting to reord the result of a measurement) sometimes thevalue of the attribute in question was not known (e.g., a patient forgettingwhether or not she had hiken pox as a hild). At other times, the valuemight have not made sense (e.g., presene or absene of pregnany in a malepatient). While the auses of missing values may be of interest in hoosinghow to handle them, the fat that a measurement is missing is uniformly aompliation in any algorithm that analyzes the data.Cowell et. al [3℄ de�ne a database to be omplete when all ases that itontains are omplete. In turn, a ase is omplete if every random variablehas a state or a value assigned to it. A database is inomplete, if it ontains at



2 Oni�sko, Druzdzel and Wasylukleast one inomplete ase. A ase is inomplete, if one or more of the randomvariables has no value assoiated with it.The data in an inomplete ase an be missing, unobserved, or ensoredat random, but there may also be some struture, known or unknown, inwhy some values are missing. Little and Rubin [11,17℄ de�ne three kinds ofpossible mehanisms that aount for missing data. The �rst aount is re-ferred to as the missing at random (MAR) property. One way to formulatethe MAR property is that while ases with inomplete data di�er from aseswith omplete data, the pattern of data missingness is preditable from othervariables in the database rather than being due to the spei� variable onwhih the data is missing. The seond mehanism is related to a situationwhen the data are missing ompletely at random (MCAR), i.e., when aseswith omplete data are indistinguishable from ases with inomplete data.The third type of missing data mehanism involves non-ignorable (NI) prop-erty, i.e., when the pattern of data missingness is not random and it is notpreditable from other variables in the database. In ase of medial data sets,both the MAR and the MCAR assumptions seem invalid. There are typiallyidenti�able reasons why a measurement is missing.Little and Rubin [11℄ o�er an extensive review of various statistial ap-proahes to handle missing data. The �rst group of methods involves listwiseor asewise data deletion, pairwise data deletion, mean substitution, or hotdek imputation. There are also more sophistiated approahes involving re-gression methods, Expetation Maximization (EM) approah, raw maximumlikelihood methods, or multiple imputation. All these methods require thatthe data meet the MAR assumption. For ases with non-ignorable meha-nisms for missing data, a pattern-mixture model was developed [9,10,12℄.Various approahes have been developed for learning parameters in prob-abilisti systems from inomplete data. These tehniques inlude iterativemethods like stohasti Gibbs Sampling [8℄, EM algorithm [5℄, and meth-ods based on probability intervals, for example, deterministi method Boundand Collapse [16℄, or methods presented in [1,4℄. Most of these methods as-sume usually the MAR property for all inomplete ases, however, Boundand Collapse algorithm proved to be robust also for NI data.There seems to be little in terms of omparative studies that would testthe proposed approahes in pratial settings. Many approahes are typiallytested on arti�ial data (or arti�ially introdued missing values to real worlddata, e.g., [16℄). The Hepar II projet and its underlying Hepar data sethave provided us with an opportunity to test various approahes to handlemissing data on a real data set. It has given us also a natural and fairlyobjetive riterion for suh a omparison| the quality of the resulting model.We test the diagnosti auray of the Hepar II model for various methodsand present the results of experimental omparison.The remainder of this paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 desribesbriey the Hepar data set and the Hepar IImodel. Setion 3 reviews several



Methods for handling inomplete data 3methods for handling inomplete data. Setion 4 reports the results of anexperimental omparison of seleted methods that we tested on the Hepardata set and the Hepar II model. Finally, Setion 5 disusses general issuesrelated to the performed study and diretions for further work.2 The Hepar data set and the Hepar II modelOur work on the Hepar II system is a ontinuation of the Hepar projet[2,18℄, onduted in the Institute of Bioybernetis and Biomedial Engineer-ing of the Polish Aademy of Sienes in ollaboration with physiians at theMedial Center of Postgraduate Eduation in Warsaw. The Hepar systemwas designed for gathering and proessing of linial data of patients withliver disorders and aimed at reduing the need for hepati biopsy by modernomputer-based diagnosti tools. An integral part of the Hepar system is itsdatabase, reated in 1990 and thoroughly maintained sine then at the Gas-troentorogial Clini of the Institute of Food and Feeding in Warsaw. Theurrent database ontains over 800 patient reords and its size is steadilygrowing. Eah hepatologial ase is desribed by over 160 di�erent medial�ndings, suh as patient self-reported data, results of physial examination,laboratory tests, and �nally a histopathologially veri�ed diagnosis.The version of theHepar data set, available to us, onsisted of 699 patientreords. The Hepar data set ontains many missing values. While there maybe some randomly missing values that an be attributed to errors of omission,these are not very likely, as the data set is well maintained and utmost areis exerised in keeping it omplete and orret. One of the main reasonsfor missing values is sheer eonomis. There are more than 40 variables thatrepresent laboratory tests. It is obvious that not every patient will undergo allthe possible tests sine not all of them are relevant to a partiular diagnostisituation. Also, performing a laboratory test is often expensive.The Hepar II projet [13,14℄ aims at applying deision-theoreti teh-niques to diagnosis of liver disorders. Its main omponent is a Bayesian net-work model involving a subset of over 70 variables inluded in the Hepardatabase. The model overs 11 di�erent liver diseases and 61 feature nodesenoding medial �ndings suh as patient self-reported data, signs, symptomsand laboratory tests results. The struture of the model, (i.e., the nodes ofthe graph along with ars among them) was built based on medial literatureand onversations with our domain expert, a hepatologist Dr. HannaWasyluk(third author of the urrent paper) and two Amerian experts, a pathologist,Dr. Daniel Shwartz, and a speialist in infetious diseases, Dr. John N. Dowl-ing, from the University of Pittsburgh. The eliitation of the struture tookapproximately 50 hours of interviews with the experts, of whih roughly 40hours were spent with Dr. Wasyluk and roughly 10 hours spent with Drs.Shwartz and Dowling. This inludes model re�nement sessions, where pre-viously eliited struture was reevaluated in a group setting. The numerial



4 Oni�sko, Druzdzel and Wasylukparameters of the model, i.e., the prior and onditional probability distribu-tions, were learned from the Hepar database. All ontinuous variables in thedatabase were disretized by our expert.Missing values in the Hepar database have been a major problem in ourwork on the Hepar II projet. We ounted that there were 7,792 missingvalues (15.9% of all entries!) in the learning data set. Figure 1 presents theumulative distribution of the number of ases in the Hepar data set as afuntion of the number of missing values per patient ase. For example, therewere 200 reords in the Hepar data set where eah ase had at most ninemissing values. Please, note that there were no reords that are omplete.

Fig. 1. Number of ases as a funtion of the number of missing values per aseWe have tried several approahes to handle inomplete data when learningonditional probability distribution of the Hepar II model, the hoie ofwhih was based on onversations with our expert and understanding thatresulted from these.3 Methods for handling missing dataThe following setion desribes briey several simple approahes to handlingmissing values in databases. We applied some of these methods in the ourseof the Hepar II projet.3.1 Disarding reords with missing dataThe simplest way of dealing with missing data involves listwise or asewisedata deletion approah. The method simply omits entire reords if they havemissing values for any of the variables. In those ases where only a smallfration of reords ontain missing values, this is a simple method that works



Methods for handling inomplete data 5well. An underlying assumption in this approah is that the values are missingat random and, thus, disarding reords with missing data will not bias theremaining data set. When many reords ontain missing values, this methodbeomes unreliable. For example, in the Hepar data set, no single reordontained all values. Appliation of this method would thus result in an emptydata set.3.2 Missing as an additional stateA simple approah to handling inomplete data is treating a missing value ofan attribute as an additional state of the attribute, i.e., the missing measure-ments are interpreted as possible values of the variables in question. This in-terpretation requires some are when using the system. It is assumed namelythat the fat that a measurement was not taken is meaningful | for ex-ample, in ase of a medial database, the physiian did not �nd taking themeasurement appropriate. The meaning of the thus onstrued outome un-measured an be in this way equivalent to a measured value of the variable.This approah does not assume that data are missing at random.3.3 Replaement by \normal" valuesThe third approah for handling missing values is based on the suggestionsof Peot and Shahter [15℄ on the interpretation of missing values in medialdata sets. They argued onviningly that data in medial data sets is notmissing at random and that there are two important fators inuening theprobability of reporting a �nding. The �rst fator is a preferene for reportingpresent symptoms over absent symptoms. The seond fator is a preferenefor reporting more severe symptoms before those that are less severe. In otherwords, if a symptom is absent, there is a high hane that it is not reported,i.e., it is missing from the patient reord. And onversely, a missing valuesuggests that the symptom was absent. Then, in learning the model param-eters, missing values for disrete variables are assigned to state absent (e.g.,a missing value for Jaundie is interpreted as absent). In ase of ontinuousvariables, a missing value is assigned as a typial value for a healthy patienteliited from the expert (e.g., a missing value for Bilirubin is interpreted asbeing in the range of 0{1 mg/dl). Similarly to the previous approah, thismethod assumes that the pattern of data missingness is not random.3.4 Replaement by mean valuesReplaement by mean values approah relates to �lling in missing data valueswith a variable's mean that is omputed from available ases. In ase ofdisrete binary variables, a missing value is substituted by the outome thatours most frequently in the data.



6 Oni�sko, Druzdzel and Wasyluk3.5 Hot dek imputationHot dek imputation approah [6℄ examines the ases with omplete reordsand identi�es the most similar ase to the ase with a missing value. Then, itsubstitutes a missing value with the most similar ase's variable value. Moresophistiated hot dek algorithms identify more than one similar reord andthen randomly selet one of those available donor reords to impute themissing value or use an average value if that were appropriate.3.6 K-NN tehniquesThe distane weighted k-Nearest Neighbor tehniques (k-NN) [7℄ are widelyused in many pratial researh problems. The k-NN tehniques involve searh-ing for k nearest neighbors of a given data point, i.e., in ase of a medial dataset, it would onsist in looking for neighboring patient ases. One pratialissue in applying k-NN approah is that the distane between instanes isalulated based on all attributes of the instane. The k-NN approah an bealso used in the imputation of inomplete data, where it involves imputationof missing values based on the neighboring patient reords.4 Experimental omparison of the approahesOur experiments involved learning onditional probability distributions ofthe Hepar II model from the Hepar data set. We ompared the diagnostiauray of Hepar II for eah of the methods dealing with missing data.In eah ase, the model had the same graphial struture eliited from theexperts. In other words, the various approahes to deal with missing datahad impat only on the numerial parameters of the model and not on itsstruture. The diagnosti auray was de�ned as the perentage of orretdiagnoses and was determined by ross-validation using the leave-one-outmethod. When testing the diagnosti auray of Hepar II, we were inter-ested in both (1) whether the most probable diagnosis indiated by the modelis indeed the orret diagnosis, and (2) whether the set of w most probablediagnoses ontains the orret diagnosis for small values of w (we hose a\window" of w=1, 2, 3, and 4). The latter fous is of interest in diagnostisettings, where a deision support system only suggest possible diagnoses toa physiian. The physiian, who is the ultimate deision maker, may want tosee several alternative diagnoses before fousing on one.In our omparison we have taken into aount the methods desribed inSetions 3.2 through 3.6. We ould not inlude approahes that are based ondisarding reords with missing data (Setion 3.1) beause there was not evenone omplete reord in our data set (see Figure 1). In ase of the replaementbe mean values approah, we notied that most of mean values that werealulated for the variables representing laboratory tests were signi�antly



Methods for handling inomplete data 7higher/lower than normal values. For example, a mean value for AST wasequal to 111U=L1 while the normal value for this �nding is between 5 and35U=L. When analyzing the Hepar data set, we found that there were onlythree binary variables, for whih \present" value was the most frequent o-urring value. In ase of the hot dek imputation approah, we de�ned themost similar ase as a ase that has the highest number of similar or equalvalues for orresponding variables. We also employed the k-nearest neighbormethod for k = 1; 5. We hose the Eulidean distane as a metri. For k = 1,we substituted missing values with the values of the nearest neighbor, in aseof the �ve nearest neighbors, we have alulated mean values based on theneighboring ases and replaed with them missing values. Beause the resultswere similar for both values of k, we present the results only for k = 5.In addition, we have inluded the following three methods that played thefuntion of the baseline, i.e., we expeted that they would perform poorly.Replaement by \abnormal" valuesThis method is the opposite of replaement by \normal" values desribedin Setion 3.3 and involves replaing missing values with values that areonsidered \abnormal." Missing values for disrete variables are replaed by\present" value and for ontinuous variables are replaed by the values indi-ating most abnormal result (eliited from the expert).Proportional random replaementIn this method we replaed missing values by a random drawing from theset of possible states of the variable. The probability of drawing a state wasproportional to the probability of that state.Replaement at randomIn this method, we replaed missing values by a random drawing from theset of possible states of the variable. The probability of drawing a state wasuniform, i.e., eah state was equally likely to be drawn.Table 1 aptures the results of the diagnosti auray of Hepar II fordi�erent approahes to handle missing values. The methods marked by anasterisk are also presented graphially in Figure 2.5 DisussionWe tested the diagnosti auray of Hepar II for several methods dealingwith inomplete data. In eah ase, the model had the same graphial stru-ture eliited from the experts. The auray for most of the methods that1 An abbreviation U/L stands for units/liter.



8 Oni�sko, Druzdzel and WasylukTable 1. The diagnosti auray of Hepar II for di�erent approahes to handleinomplete data for window size equal w = 1; 2; 3; 4Approah w=1 w=2 w=3 w=4Replaement by \normal" values* 0.57 0.69 0.75 0.79Missing as an additional state* 0.54 0.67 0.75 0.82Replaement by mean values* 0.49 0.63 0.72 0.77Hot dek imputation 0.51 0.64 0.72 0.77k-NN 0.51 0.63 0.71 0.77Replaement by \abnormal" values* 0.51 0.65 0.72 0.78Proportional random replaement 0.52 0.66 0.74 0.79Replaement at random* 0.49 0.64 0.72 0.78

Fig. 2. The diagnosti auray of Hepar II as a funtion of the window size forseleted approahes to handling missing data.we have tested was similar, with replaement by \normal" values and miss-ing as an additional state performing slightly better than other approahes.It is interesting that while there are some performane di�erenes betweenthe methods, they are minimal. Even though the data set ontained manyinomplete values and one would expet even small performane di�erenesto be ampli�ed, this did not happen. It will be interesting to probe this issuefurther by performing tests on another real medial data set.Our expert was able to predit a-priori whih method would perform beston the data or, in other words, whih of the assumptions was the most reason-able, even though the performane di�erene turned out to be minimal. Ouradvie to those knowledge engineers who enounter data sets with missingvalues is to reet on the data and �nd out what the reasons are for missingvalues. In ase of medial data sets, the assumption postulated by Peot and
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